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PROLOG PROGRAM TRANSFORMATIONS 
AND TREE MANIPULATION ALGORITHMS 
HIROSHI NAKAGAWA 
D Since PROLOG programs are regarded not only as declarative predicates 
but also as procedural programs, it is reasonable that we first write a clear 
declarative PROLOG program and then transform it into a possibly unclear 
but efficient procedural program. In this paper we present a PROLOG 
program transformation method especially for a binary-tree manipulation 
program. By using a list as intermediate representation, we can derive a 
procedural tree manipulation program from a declarative one. In addition 
we find some heuristic knowledge for writing a tree manipulation algorithm 
from processes of PROLOG program transformation. These processes may 
be useful for automatic programming. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In PROLOG programming, declarative-style programs are easy to write and under- 
stand, but are possibly inefficient. On the other hand, a procedural-style PROLOG 
program’ is efficient but complicated and hard to understand. The notion of 
PROLOG program transformation is a programming paradigm that gives one 
solution for this situation. Under this paradigm, one writes a clear, declarative 
though possibly inefficient program, and transforms it into a program which is more 
efficient although probably less clear. 
In general, work on program transformation can be divided into two categories. 
One concerns derivation from a specification, usually expressed in the first-order 
predicate logic, to computable Horn logic. The other concerns transformation from 
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an inefficient program into an efficient one. The former is treated e.g. in [7], [2], [ll]. 
Here we are dealing with the latter. For this task, important classes of program 
transformations are unfolding and folding [3]. An implementation of such transfor- 
mations has been developed for programs written in a functional language [5]. 
Another important class is the continuation-based program transformation [12]. A 
program transformation for programs written in the declarative language PROLOG 
has been proposed [lo], that is a correctness-preserving transformation in the sense 
of [l]. An efficiency-oriented transformation with only an unfolding-like technique 
has been proposed [8]. Transformation from PROLOG into a functional language 
using mode declaration has also been proposed [9]. 
Transformations of programs which manipulate data structures have also been 
proposed [3,4,6]. Reference [6] introduces a d-list structure for efficiency. Reference, 
[4] synthesizes a program including abstract data types. Reference [3] transforms tree 
manipulation programs. In that system, a fairly explicit definition for tree manipula- 
tion is given a priori. By Sato’s double-negation technique [ll], the binary search 
tree insertion algorithm was synthesized from the definition of binary tree. However, 
the result is not a procedural one, because it generates every possible tree structure 
that satisfies the definition of binary-search tree, since the definition of binary tree 
does not determine a unique tree structure but merely expresses one class of tree 
structures. Thus it is regarded as a declarative program. 
In this paper, we present a different strategy to synthesize efficient tree 
insertion/deletion programs by transformation from declarative tree insertion/dele- 
tion programs: the use of lists as an intermediate representation. In declarative 
PROLOG programming for tree manipulation, a tree is transformed into a list, and 
some tasks (e.g. an element insertion or deletion) are performed on the list. Then the 
list is transformed into a new tree. This type of tree manipulation program is easy to 
write. The tree manipulation program using a list can be transformed into a direct 
tree manipulation program by program transformation. In this paper we present this 
class of program transformations. The given program using a list is a declarative 
one, and the transformed program that directly manipulates a tree structure is a 
procedural one. From this standpoint, our approach may reflect some kind of human 
mental process of algorithm discovery. 
2. TREE INSERTION/DELETION PROGRAMS VIA LISTS 
A declarative tree insertion program in PROLOG consists of two parts. One is a 
predicate that expands a tree into.a list. Another is a predicate that transforms a list 
into a tree. In this paper we concentrate our attention on a so-called search tree: 
every subtree of a search tree has the property that any node’s value in its left 
subtree is less than the value of its root, and any node’s value in its right subtree is 
greater than the value of its root. When we insert an element *a into a suitable place 
in a given search tree t(*I, *x, *r), we usually use a well-known algorithm ‘binary 
search’. In PROLOG, a predicate ‘tins’ that expands a tree t(*l, *x, *r) into a list 
and inserts *a into a suitable place of the list using the binary search algorithm is 
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defined as: 
tins([ I, 1 I, 1 I). 
tins(*u,[],[*u]). 
tins([],t(*l,*x,*r),*y)+tins([],*l,+ly),tins([l,*r,*ry), 
append(*ly, [*x~*rvl, *v). 
tins( *a, t(*/, *x, *r), *y) + *a < *x, 
tins(*u,*I,*ly),tins([],*r,*v), 
(1.1) 
(I-2) 
(1.3) 
append(*ly,[*xl*ry],*y). 0.4) 
tins(*u,t(*l,*x,*r),*y)+*uk*x 
tins([],*I,*ly),tins(*u,*r,*ry), 
append(*ly, [*x~*rv], *Y). 0.5) 
where “*x “, “*I “, etc. denote variables. (1.1) and (1.3) expand a tree t( *l, *x, *r) 
into a list *y. (1.2) is for insertion of *a into a null tree. The binary search algorithm 
is expressed in (1.4) and (1.5). 
If we delete an element *a from a search tree t( *I, *x, *r), we also use the binary 
search algorithm. A predicate ‘tdel’ that expands a tree t( *I, *x, *r) to a linear list 
and delete *a from it is defined as: 
tdel(L[19[]). (2.1) 
tdel([ I, t(*l, *x, *r), *y) +-tdel([l,*~,*ly),tdel([],*r,*ry), 
append( *ly, [ *A*cY] , ‘Y). (2.2) 
tdel( *a, t( *I, *x, *r), *y) + *a -C *x, 
tdel(*u, *I, */y), tdel([ 1, *r, *ry), 
append( *ly, [*d*rv], *Y). (2.3) 
tdel( *a, t(*l, *x, *r), *y) + *a 2 *x, 
tdel([ 1, *I, *&), tdel(*u, *r, *v), 
append( *ly, [ *XI*V] , *Y). (2.4) 
tdel(*u, t(*/, *a, *r), *y) + tdel([ 1, *l, *ly), tdel([ 1, *r,*ry), 
append( *ly, *ry , *y ). (2.5) 
(2.1) and (2.2) are the same as (1.1) and (1.3) respectively. The binary search 
algorithm is expressed in (2.3) and (2.4). (2.5) deletes *a from t(*l, *a, *r) and 
expands it into a list *y. We use predicates ‘tins’ and ‘ tdel’ as basic primitives in tree 
manipulation hereafter. 
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Next we are going to define a predicate which makes up a tree from a given list. A 
list-to-tree predicate ‘bltree’ is defined as 
bltree(] I, 1 I). (3.1) 
bltrde(*r, t(*l, *x, *r)) +- append( *ly, [ *xI*T], *Y), 
bltree( *ly, *I), bltree( *ry, *I). (3.2) 
The ‘append’ in (3.2) generates lists *& and *ry, and atom *x from the given list *r. 
We use the predicate ‘bltree’ as a basic prototype to make up a tree from a list. 
Using the predicates ‘tins’ and ‘ bltree’, a tree insertion predicate ‘ins’ that inserts 
an element *a into a tree *t is defined as: 
ins(*u, *t, *ta) + tins(*u, *t, *y), bltree(*y, *tti): (4) 
The variable *tu is the result tree. The predicate ‘ins’ is a declarative version of the 
tree insertion program that uses a list as the intermediate representation. A proce- 
dural tree insertion program generates a result tree whose structure is as near the 
original tree as possible. But this program generates a result tree that is near the 
original tree after some backtrackings. 
We also define the predicate ‘del’ that deletes *a from *t as follows: 
del(*u, *t, *tu) + tdel(*u, *t, *y), bltree(*y, *tu). (5) 
The predicates ‘ins’ and ‘del’ are the declarative versions of tree insertion/deletion 
programs that use lists as an intermediate representation. 
3. TRANSFORMATION 
In this section, a PROLOG program transformation that uses a list as an inter- 
mediate representation is illustrated by a transformation of the predicate ‘ins’. In the 
whole course of transformation, we mainly use unfolding and folding and sometimes 
introduce a new predicate. Besides these methods, we introduce heuristics Hl-H3 
based on human information processing. 
At the first step of transformation, the literal ‘tins’ in the body of the predicate 
‘ins’ is unfolded and the result is: 
ins([],[],*u)+bltree([],*u). (6.1) 
ins(*u,[],*b)+bltree([*a],*b). 62) 
ins([],t(*u,*b,*c)*e)+tins([],*u,*f), tins([ j,*c,*g), 
append( *f, [ *bJ*g] , *A), bltree( *h, *e). (6.3) 
ins(*u,J(*b, *c, *d), *f) + *a < *c, 
tins(*u,*b,*g),tins([],*d,*h), 
append(*g,[*cl*h],*i),bltree(*i,*f). 
ins(*u, t(*b, *c, *d), *f) + *a 2 *c, 
tins([ 1, *b, *g), tins(*u, *d, *II), 
append( *g, [ *cl*h] , *i), bltree( *i, *f ). 
64) 
(6.5) 
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From (6.1) and (6.2) by unfolding ‘bltree’ we derive termination conditions as 
follows: 
in4HJlJl). (7.1) 
ins(*~,[l,t([l,*~,[l)). (7.2) 
Here we introduce a heuristic as next stated. 
HI. When [ ] is inserted into or deleted from a tree, the structure of the tree does not 
change. 
It is intuitively valid because a subtree remains unchanged if we apply no 
operation. Hereafter we use Hl as true hypothesis. If we apply Hl to (6.3), we derive 
the next clause directly: 
ins([ I, t(*a, *b, *c), t(*u, *b, *c)). (7.3) 
The rest is transformation of (6.4) and (6.5) into a direct tree manipulation 
program. 
If unfolding is applied to ‘bltree’ of (6.4), the result is the next clause: 
ins( *a, t(*b, *c, *d), t(*f, *g, *A)) + *a < *c, 
tins(*u, *b, *i), tins([ 1, *d, *j), 
append( *i, [ *cI*j] ,*k), 
append( *l, [ *gl*m] , *k), 
bltree( *I, *f ), bltree( *m, *h). (7.4) 
The first ‘append’ appends *i and [*cl *j] and gives the result *k. On the other 
hand, the second ‘append’ generates *I, *g, and *m from *k. Usually, the first 
* solution of *I is [ ] and [ gl *m is *k, and in the next solution *I is the first element ] 
of *k, etc. But there is a special solution in which *I, *g, and *m correspond to *I, 
*c, and *j respectively. Where we adopt a heuristic that the first solution of the 
second ‘append’ may be this special one. So the second heuristic is as follows: 
H2. Each instance bound to a variable in the second ‘append’ for a generator is the 
same as the instance bound to the corresponding variable in the first ‘append’. 
If we use H2, we lose the equivalence of programs. But on the other hand we get 
an efficient algorithm. In (7.4), renaming of 
*I t *i 9 *g + *c and *mt*j (7.5) 
is applied to the whole clause including the variables in the head. After this 
renaming, two ‘append’s are the same and have no effect in this clause; therefore we 
eliminate these two ‘append’s: 
H3. After renaming for variable-name unification in two ‘append’s, these ‘append’s 
are eliminated. 
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The result is: 
ins( *a, t(*b, *c, *d), t( *f, *c, *h)) + *a < *c, 
tins(*u, *6, *i), tins([ 1, *d, *j), 
bltree( *i, *f), bltree(*j, *It). (7.6) 
Since there is no side effect between variables in the first ‘ tins’ and ‘ bltree’ [e.g. 
(*a, *b, ‘9, *f)] and variables in the second ‘tins’ and ‘bltree’ [e.g. (V, *j, +h)], we 
can interchange the second ‘tins’ and the first ‘bltree’. Then by folding two pairs of 
‘tins’ and ‘bltree’ with ‘ins’, (7.6) is transformed into: 
ins(*u,t(*b,*c,*d),t(*f,*c,*h))+*u~*c, 
ins(*u,*b, *f), ins([ 1, V, *h). (7.7) 
By virtue of Hl, the *h of the second ‘ins’ is replaced by *d. After this replacement, 
the second ‘ins’ is also eliminated and the final result is: 
ins(*u,t(*b,*c,*d),t(*f,*c,*d))~*u<*c,ins(*u,*b,*f). (7.8) 
If we trace the same course of program transformation for (6.5), the result is: 
ins(*u,t(*b,*c,*d),t(*b,*c,*f))~*u~*c,ins(*u,*d,*f). (7.9) 
The final program resulting from the above described transformation (7.1), (7.2), 
(7.3), (7.8), (7.9) is a procedural-type program of direct tree insertion. 
Clearly, by using Hl-H3, we have lost equivalency of transformation. On the 
other hand we find some insight into the human thinking process for algorithm 
synthesis. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In a tree manipulation program, it is well known that’ an element deletion from a 
tree is more difficult than an element insertion. This is also true for program 
transformation, but by the transformation rules described so far we can transform a 
declarative tree deletion program ‘tdel’ into a procedural one. 
The original program is: 
del( *a, *t, *tu) + tdel( *a, *t, *y), bltree( *r, *tu). 
(1) By unfolding ‘tdel’, we derive the first termination condition as: 
del([ 1, [ 1, [I). 
(2) From Hl, we derive a clause for no operation as: 
del([ 1, ?(*a, *b, *c), t(*u, *b, *c)). 
(5) 
(8.1) 
(8-2) 
(3) The unfolded third clause is: 
del(*u, t(*b, *c, *d), *e) + *a < *c, tdel(*u, *b, *f), tdel([ 1, *d, *g), 
append( *f, [ *cJ*g] , *A), bltree( *h, *e). 
(8.3) 
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If we unfold ‘bltree’ and imitate the transformation of ‘ins’ (by H2 and H3), 
we transform (8.3) into the clause: 
del(*u, t(*b, *c, *d), r(*e, *c, *d)) + *a < *c, del(*u, *b, *e). (8.4) 
We transform the unfolded fourth clause into the next clause in the same way 
that we transformed (8.4): 
(8.5) 
(4) If we unfold the ‘bltree’ in the unfolded fifth clause, the result is: 
. 
del(*u, t(*b, *a, *c), t(+bl, *i, *cl)) 
ctdel([l,*b,*e),tdel([l,*c,*f), 
append(*e,*f,*g),append(*h,[*il*j],*g), 
bltree( *h , *bl), bltree( *j, *cl). (8.6) 
By HZ we rename *h to *e and *f to [ *il*j]. Then by H3 we eliminate 
‘append’s, and the result is: 
del(*u, t(*b, *a, *c), t(*bl, *i, *cl)) 
+ tdel([ 1, *b, *e), 
tdel([ I, *c, [*il*j]), bltree( *e, *bl), bltree( *j, *cl). 
After we interchange the second ‘tdel’ and the first ‘bltree’, we fold the first 
‘tdel’ and next ‘bltree’ with ‘del’. Then if Hl is applied, the result is: 
del(*u,t(*b,*u,*c),t(*b,*i,*cl))+ tdel([],*c, [*il*j]), 
bltree( *j, *cl). (8.7) 
Now in order to fold ‘ tdel’ and ‘ bltree’ of (8.7), we introduce a new predicate 
‘dl’ by: 
dl(*r, *TX, *x) + tdel([ 1, *I+, [*xl*rr]), bltree(*rr, *TX). 
The result of folding is: 
(8.8) 
del(*a, t(*b, *a, *c), t(*b, *d, *e)) + dl(*c, *e, *d). (8.9) 
(5) We apply a case split to (8.6) for the case of *c = [ ] and the case of *b = [ 1. In 
the case of *c = [ 1, the clause is: 
del(*a, t(*b, *a, 1 I), *d) + tdel([ I,*b, *e>, tdel([ I,1 I, 1 I), 
append( *e , [ 1, *e ), bltree( *e, *d ) . (8.10) 
tdel([ 1, [ 1, [ 1) and append(*e, [ 1, *e) are eliminated by unfolding. Then by 
folding tdel([], *b, *e) and bltree(*e, *d) with ‘del’ and using Hl, we derive 
the next clause for the termination condition: 
del(*a, t(*b, *a, [ I), *b). (8.11) 
When *b = [ 1, we derive another termination condition (8.12) in the same 
way: 
del(*a, r([ 1, *a, *c), *c). (8.12) 
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(6) The remaining task is to transform ‘dl’. By unfolding ‘ tdel’ of (8.8) we derive 
a clause: 
dl(t(*l,*x,*r),*rx,*z) 
+ tdel([ I, *I, *b), tdel([ I,*r, *v), 
append( *ly, [ *xl*ty] , [ *zl*y]), bltree( *y, *rx). (8.13) 
A case split is applied here, namely for the cases *b = [ ] and its contrary. In 
the first case, the first ‘tdel’ is eliminated by unfolding, and variables in 
‘append’ are constrained as *z = *x and *y = *r-y. After renaming based on 
this constraint, ‘append’ is eliminated and the remaining ‘ tdel’ and ‘ bltree’ 
are folded with ‘del’. But this ‘del’ is also eliminated by Hl. Thus the result is: 
dl(t([],*x,*&*r,*x). (8.14) 
In the contrary case, we unfold ‘ tdel’ and ‘ bltree’, and then rename variables 
in ‘appends. Thus the result is: 
dl( t(*& *x, *r), t(*ll, *x, *rl), *z) 
+- tdel([ I, *I, [*ZIGS]), tdel([ I, *y, *Ir), 
append( [*zI*m], [*xI*cY], [*zI*Y]), append(*m, [ xI*cY], *Y), 
bltree( *m, *ll), bltree( *ry, *rl) . (8.15) 
By H3 ‘append’s are eliminated, and after suitable interchange of literals in 
the body, we fold the first ‘tdel’ and first ‘bltree’ of (8.15) with ‘dl’, and the 
second ‘tdel’ and ‘bltree’ of (8.15) with ‘del’. But this ‘del’ is eliminated by 
Hl. The final result is: 
dl(t(*l, *x, *r), t(*n, *x, *r), *z) + dl(*Z, *n, *z). (8.16) 
A brief explanation for the procedural ‘del’ that consists of (8.1), (8.2), (8.4), (8.5), 
(8.9), (8.11), (8.12), (8.14), and (8.16) is as follows: (8.1), (8.2), (8.4), and (8.5) express 
the binary search algorithm that searches for an element to be deleted. (8.11) and 
(8.12) present a case where an element o be deleted has only one descendant and we 
can delete it directly. (8.9) is for a case where an element to be deleted has two 
descendants. The predicate ‘dl’ replaces a root node with the leftmost element of its 
right subtree. 
5. PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION FOR A TREE WITH 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
There are many kinds of tree satisfying a special property, for example a condition 
on heights, number of nodes of subtrees, etc. They have been given names such as 
perfect balanced trees, AVL-balanced trees, etc. In our declarative programs we can 
write tree manipulation programs for these trees by simply adding a test predicate 
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‘test’ to ‘ bltree’ as follows: 
bltree([ I, I, *n). 
bltree( *z, t(*Z, *x, *r), *n) 
+- append( *!v, [ *xl*c~], *z), 
bltree( *ly, *I, *m), bltree( *T, *r, *k), test( *m, *k, *n). (9-l) 
The third argument of ‘ bltree’ presents a property of this tree. By only adding ‘test’ 
to ‘bltree’, we can treat a wide class of tree. If we use a list as an intermediate 
representation, our main problem is what kind of other solution we must pick up 
when ‘test’ fails and backtracks to ‘append’. It is a very difficult problem, because it 
requires human heuristic knowledge. The first thing we have to do in solving it is to 
find and list candidates for solutions in a combination of ‘appends. The candidates 
we know so far are (1) one-element shift and (2) the associative law of ‘append’. In 
(l), one element of the left part *ly is shifted to the root *x, the old *x is shifted to 
the right part *ry, and so on. The one-element shift can be used for a perfect 
balanced tree. In (2), if there are more than two ‘append’s, we apply an associative 
law to the ‘append’s to transform them. For example, append( *a, *b, *e), 
append( *e, *c, *f) is transformed into append( *b, *c, *e), append( *a, *e, *f). Since it 
is obvious that a tree structure corresponds to a particular form of combination of 
‘append’s, when we pick up another combination of ‘append’s we have to transform 
a tree structure according to the transformed combination of ‘append’s, and also 
have to transform the predicate ‘test’ to be consistent to the new combination of 
‘appends. Thereupon the original ‘bltree’ is transformed into a next program in an 
abstract fashion as: 
bltree( *z, f( *x)) + append( *), append( * *), bltree, bltree, test 1 (*x) . 
bltree( *z, g( *x)) + append( *I), append( *I), bltree, bltree, test 2(*x). 
(9.2) 
This transformation is seen to be an implicit case-split technique. 
H4. According to a backtrack caused by the ‘test’ predicate, we add clauses for 
other solutions that include other forms of combination of ‘append’s (for 
example one-element shift, associative law of ‘append’s, etc.) and tree structures 
as shown in (9.2) 
After applying H4, tie eliminate ‘append’s by H3 and apply unfolding and/or 
folding when necessary to eliminate list manipulation predicates ‘tins’ (‘tdel’) and 
‘ bltree’. 
Suppose that our original program is: 
P(*a, *b, *c) + tins(*u, *b, *I), bltree(*Z, *c). 
(‘tins’ is replaced by ‘ tdel’ for the tree deletion program.) By these transformations, 
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from (9.2) we derive a result as follows (in abstract fashion): 
~(*u,*b,f(*z)) +q,r(*a,*b,*z), testl(*z). 
~(*a, *b, g(*z)) + q, r(*a, *b, *z), test2(*z). 
(9.3) 
Usually r(*a, +b, *z) is a predicate for transforming the tree +b into *z, and 
therefore very time-consuming. For efficiency we want to reduce the number of times 
it is called. By introducing a new predicate s(*z, *x), the predicate (9.3) is trans- 
formed into a predicate which calls r(*u, *b, *z) only once: 
p(*u,*b,*x)+q,r(*u,*b,*z),s(*z,*x). 
s(*z,f(*z)) + testl(*z). 
s(*z, g(*z)) 4- test2(*z). 
(9.4) 
H5. A predicate of the type (9.3) is transformed into a predicate of the type (9.4) for 
efficiency. 
6. All-BALANCED TREE INSERTION 
In this section we shall do a fair-sized example of a program transformation for a 
tree with a special property: AVL-balanced tree insertion. In this transformation we 
introduce a new heuristic which maps an associative law of ‘append’ into a pointer 
rotation of subtrees. 
6. I Declarative A VL-Balanced Tree Insertion Program 
An AVL-balanced tree is a hind of search tree having the property that for every 
subtree the difference of the height of its left subtree and the height of its right 
subtree is less than two. On the basis of this static property we write a program that 
inserts an element into an AVL-balanced tree: 
brins(*u, *b, *c, *n) - tins(*u, *b, *d), btree(*d, *c, *n). (10.1) 
where an element *a is inserted into a tree *b and the resulting tree is *c, and the 
height of the tree *c is *n. A variable *d is a list made from *b. A new predicate 
‘bltree’ is based on the old ‘bltree’ with an added test for the AVL-balanced tree 
property: 
bltree([ I, 1 l,O). (10.2) 
bltree( *z, t( *I, *x, *r, *n), *n) + append( *11, [ *xl*rl] , *z), 
bltree( *II, *I, *F), 
bltree(*rl, *r, *k), test(*m, *k, *n). (10.3) 
where ‘test’ is a predicate to test whether difference between *m (the height of the 
left subtree) and *k (the height of the right subtree) is less than 2, and to determine 
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the height of the tree t( *I, *x, *r) as follows: 
test( *m, *k, *n) + *m > *k, add(*k, *d, *m), 2 > *d, add(*d, *m, *n). 
test( *m, *k, *n ) + *m -c *k, add(*m, *d, *k), 2 > *d, add(*d, *k, *n). 
test( *m , *m, *n ) + add(*m, +I, *n). (10.4) 
(lO.l)-(10.4) are a declarative version of AVL-balanced tree insertion program. 
6.2 Transformation for Tree Rotation 
By unfolding ‘tins’ of (10.1) and further unfolding, we derive termination condi- 
tions: 
brins([],[],[],O). (10.5) 
brins(*a, [ 1, r([ 1, *a, [ 1, *b), *b) + test(O,O, *b). 
By the heuristic Hl we derive a clause for no operation as: 
brins([],t(*l,*x,*r,+n),~(*l,*x,*r,*n),*n). 
The rest of (10.1) unfolded is: 
(10.6) 
(10.7) 
brins( *a, t( *b, *c, *d, *e), *f, *g) + *a -z *c, 
tins( *a, *b, *II.), tins( [ 1, *d, *i), 
append( *h, [ *cl*i] , *j), bltree( *j, *f, *g ). 
(10.8) 
brins( *a, t(*b, *c, *d, *e), *f, *g) + *a 2 *c, tins( [ 1, *b, *h), tins(*u, *d, *i), 
append(*h,[*cJ*i],*j),bltree(*j,*f,*g). 
(10.9) 
Here we shall only examine a transformation of (1O.Q since (10.9) will be trans- 
formed in the same way as (10.8) because of the symmetry of (10.8) and (10.9). By 
unfolding the first ‘tins’ and ‘bltree’ of (10.8), the result clause is: 
brins( *a, t( t (*b, *c, *d, *e), *f, *g, *h), t( *i, *j, *k, *1), *1) 
+*a<*f,*a<*c,tins(*u,*b,*m),tins([],*d,*n), 
tappend(*m,[*cJ*n],*o),tins([l,*g,*p),append(*o,[*fl*p],*q), 
+ ap,pend(*r, [*jl*s], *q), bltree(*r, *i, *t), bltree(*s, *k, *u), 
+ test(*t, *u, *I). (10.10) 
By H2, *r, *j, and *.r are renamed 
*o, *f, and *p (10.11) 
respectively. In order to examine *o further we unfold the first ‘bltree’ once more 
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and rename variables in ‘append’ according to Hl; then the result is: 
brins(*a,t(t(*b,*c,*d,*e),*f,*i,*h), t(t(*i,*c,*k,*l),*f,*m,*n),*n) 
+ *a < *f, *a < *c, tins( *a, *b, *o), tins( [ 1, *d, *p), 
+- append(*o, [*cl*p], *q), tins([ 1, *s, *r), wpend(*q, [*fl*r], *s), 
+ append(*q, [*f]*r], *s), append(*o, [*c]*p], *q), bltree(*o, *i, *u), 
+ bltree(*p, *k, *w), test(*u, *w, *I), bltree(*r,*m,*y), test(*Z,*y,*n). 
(10.12) 
Before the elimination of ‘append’ by H3, we apply H4 to (10.12) to make the other 
clause for the next solution. Using the ‘append’ associative law, we derive a 
candidate of the next solution in a form of third and fourth ‘append’s: 
append( *q, [*cl*q], *s>, append( *p, [*four], *q) (10.13) 
from append( *q, [ *fl *r], *s), append( *o, [ *cl *p], *q) in (10.12). The transformed tree 
according to (10.13) is: 
t ( *i, *c, t(*k, *f, *m, *I), *n) (10.14) 
where *I and *n are the heights of each tree. 
The result that includes this next solution is: 
brins(*a, t(t(*b, *c, *d, *e), *f, *g, *h), t (t( *i, *c, *k, *i), *f, *m, *n),*n 
+ *a < *f, *a -c *c, tins( *a, *b, *o), tins( [ 1, *d, *p), tins( [ 1, *g, *r), 
+ bltree(*o, *i, *u), bltree(*p, *k, *w), bltree(*r, *m, *y), 
+ test(*u, *w, */), test(*l, *v, *n). (10.15) 
brins(*u, t(t(*b, *c, *d, *e), *f, *g, *h), t( *i,*c, t(*k,*f,*m,*l),*n),*n) 
c*u<*f,*u<*c,tins(*a,*b,*o),tins([],*d,*p),tins([],*g,*r), 
(- bltree(*o, *i, *u), bltree(*p, *k, *w), bltree(*r, *m, *y), 
+ test(*w, *y, *I), test(*l, *u, *n). (10.16) 
From a knowledge of what variables are used for input/output (so-called “mode 
declaration”), ‘tins’s and ‘bltree’s are interchanged suitably; for example, the first 
‘bltree’ goes to the place between the first and second ‘tin’s, and we derive the 
patterns tins( *a, *b, *a), bltree( *o, *i, *u), etc. Now by folding these patterns with the 
original ‘brim’ (10.1) we derive clauses that include neither ‘ tins’ nor ‘ bltree’ from 
(10.15) and (10.16). Using the knowledge that []-insertion does not change a tree 
structure [in this program (10.7)], the pattern brins([ 1, *a, *b, *c) can be transformed 
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into brins([ 1, *a, *a, *c). After all these transformations, the resulting clause is: 
brins(*a, 1( t(*b, *C,*d,*e),*f,*g,*h),t(t(*i,*c,*d,*1),*f,*g,*n),*n) 
+ *a < *f, *a < *c, brins( *a, *b, *i, *u), brins( [ 1, *d, *d, *w), 
+ brins( [ 1, *g, *g, *y), test( *u, *w, *I), test( *I, *y, *n). (10.17) 
brins(*u, t(t(*b, *c,*d,*e),*f,*g,*h),t(*i,*c,t(*d,*f,*g,*I),*n),*n) 
+ *a < *f, *a < *c, brins( *a, *b, *i, *u), brins( [ 1, *d, *d, *w), 
+ brins( [ 1, *g, *g, *y ), test( *w, *y, *I), test( *u, *I, *n). (10.18) 
This clause shows the single LL-rotation algorithm. In it, goals having the pattern 
brins ([ 1, *.x, *x, *y) are unified only once with (10.6), and are therefore not time-con- 
suming. 
In the case of *a 2 *f, *a < *c, to derive all necessary clauses, we must unfold 
‘tins’ and ‘bltree’ appearing in a clause corresponding to (10.12) once more. The 
‘append’ part of the unfolded clause is: 
append( *x, [ *il*j], *s), append( *b, [ *cI*Y], *x), append(*d, [ *el*f], *y), 
(10.19) 
and the corresponding tree is: 
t(t(*b,*c, t(*d,*e,*f,*nl),*n2),*i,*j,*n3) (10.20) 
where *nl- *n3 are heights of each tree. Then we apply the associative law to the 
rotation rule H4 twice. First the associative law is applied to the second and third 
‘append’s. The result is: 
append( *x, [*il*j] , *s), append( *y, [ *el*f ], *x), append( *b, [ *cl*d] , *y) 
(10.21) 
and the corresponding tree is: 
t( t( t(*b, *c, *d, *n4), *e, *f, *n5), *i, *j, *n6) (10.22) 
where *n4-*n6 are heights of each tree. Next we apply the associative law to the 
first and second ‘append’s. The result is as: 
append( *_y, [ *e]*x] , *s), append( *f, [ *il*j] , *x), append( *b, [ *c(*d] , *y)(10.23) 
and the corresponding tree is: 
t( t(*b, *c, *d, *n7), *e, t(*f, *i, *j, *n8), *n9) (10.24) 
where *n7-*n9 are heights of each tree. 
Thus we derive the double rotation algorithm. The final results will be shown 
later. 
6.3 Introducing a New Predicate for Eficiency 
In (10.17) and (10.18) a very time-consuming predicate brins( *a, *b, *i, *u) is called 
more than once when ‘test’ fails. For efficiency we apply H5 to transform (10.17) 
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and (10.18) into more efficient clauses; the results are: 
brins(*a,t(t(*b, *c,*d,*e),*f,*g,*h),*x,*n) 
4- *a < *j, *a < *c, 
+ brins( *a, *b, *i, *u), brins( [ 1, *d, *d, *w ), brins( [ 1, *g, *g, *y ), 
+ sll( *i, *c, *d, ‘f, *g, *II, +w, *y, “n, *x). (10.25) 
s~(*i,+c,*d,+f,*g,*u,*m,*y,*n,t(t(*i,*c,*d,*k),*f,*g,*n)) 
4- test(*u, *II), *k), test(*k, *y, *PI). (10.26) 
sll( *i, 9, *d, *f, *g, *u, *m, *y, *n, t( *i, *c, t( *d, *f, *g, *k), %)) 
+ test(*m, *y, *k), test(*k, *u, *n). (10.27) 
As for the LL-rotation algorithm, (10.25)-(10.27) are the final versions of the 
transformed clauses. Other rotation algorithms are also transformed along the same 
lines as above. For example, the transformed clauses of LR-rotation are: 
brins(*~,t(t(*b,*~,t(*d,*e,*f,*g),*h),*i,*j,*k),*x,*n) 
+ *a -c *i, *a 2 *c, brins([ 1, *b, *b, *o), brins(*u, *d, *p, *q), 
ebrins([l,*f,*f,*r),brins([],*j,*j,*s), 
+ slr( *b, *c, *p, *e, *f, *g, *h, *i, *j, *k, *q, *r, *o, *s, *n, *x). (10.28) 
slr( *pl, *p2, *p3, *p4, *p5, *p6, *PI, *p8, *p9, *pO, *a, *b, *e, *f, *j, 
+(*pL *P% t(*p3, *p4, *p5, *p6), *p7), *p8, *p9, *PO)) 
+ test(*u,*b,*d), test(*e,*d,*g), test(*g,*h,*j). (10.29) 
slr( *pl, *p2, *p3, *p4, *p5, *p6, *PI, *p8, *p9, *pO, *a, *b, *e, *f, *j, 
+(*pl, *P& *p3, *d), *pJ, I(*@, *P% *p9, *A), *j)) 
+ test(*a,*e,*d), test(*b,*f,*h), test(*h,*d,*j). (10.30) 
6.4 The Final Result 
We derive another termination condition clause from (10.8) by unfolding ‘ tins’ and 
‘bltree’ of (10.8) several times and folding with ‘brins’. The result is: 
b~ns(*a,~([],*b,*c,*d),~(~([],*a,[],*e),*b,*f,*g),*g) 
+ *a < *b, test(O,O, *e), brins( [ 1, *c, *f, *i), test( *e, *i, *g). (10.31) 
As to (10.19), which is an insertion of *a into a right subtree, we derive clauses 
corresponding to (10.25)-(10.31) by the same series of transformations as those 
described above (since they are long, the resulting clauses are not presented here). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have described transformations of certain kinds of tree manipulation programs. 
By using lists as intermediate representations, we can transform declarative tree 
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insertion/deletion PROLOG programs into efficient procedural ones that represent 
algorithms. Owing to manipulations on intermediate list representations (e.g. ‘ap- 
pend’ associative laws), our scheme can be applied for a fairly wide class of binary 
trees, e.g. AVL-balanced trees. Future work includes finding to what other kinds of 
tree (e.g. B-trees) our transformation scheme can be applied. 
Our aim is discovering the human knowledge used to create a new algorithm. The 
transformations described in this paper violate equivalency of transformation. On 
the other hand we find some heuristics that are useful in the synthesis of tree 
manipulation algorithms. If we find many such heuristics, true automatic program- 
ming will come into prospect. 
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